
A Quest for Reynard the Fox

Rik Van Daele

The Middle-Dutch Van den vos Reynaerde (VdvR) was written
around the middle of the thirteenth century by an anonymous
author, whom we know only by the Christian name, Willem. He
might have been from Boudelo, an abbey in the Flemish Waasland,
a region between Antwerp and Ghent. For most medievalists
Flanders, during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, is known as
the home of a number of medieval writers and miniaturists, among
them Chretien de Troyes, who started his unfinished Grail story, Le
conte del Graal or Le PerchevaU at the court of Filips van de Elzas,
in Ghent.

The Dutch story of Reynaert de vos/Reynard the Fox is regarded as
one of the best medieval works in the vernacular language. The
nineteenth century German linguist and fairy tale collector Jacob
Grimm wrote that it was, after Dante's Commedia the best literary
work of the Middle Ages.

The language barrier is a problem for many scholars. Dutch is only
spoken by a small group of people in the Netherlands — Flanders
— in parts of the north of France — Artois — and in Pas de Calais
(mainly by elderly people), in South Africa and in some Dutch
colonies. This explains why in the proceedings of the colloquia of
the International Reynard Society so few contributions deal with the
Middle Dutch Reynard story.

There are some translations: rhyming verses in English by AJ.
Barnouw and E. Colledge (1967), prose in German by A. Berteloot
(1982) and verses in French by L. Wouters (1974), but "traduire,
c'est trahir." For the study of a literary text, a translation is very
risky. Perhaps the advice of J. Bosworth in his book The Origin of
the Dutch with a Sketch of Their Language and Culture (London,
1836) is the most appropriate: "If it (VdvR) were the only
interesting and valuable work existing in Old Dutch (read Middle
Dutch), it alone would fully repay the trouble of learning that
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language." This is of course a witticism but it expresses the value of
the text and the extent to which it is appreciated by scholars.

VdvR1 contains about 3470 rhyming verses. The text, which came
down to us in two complete manuscripts and in three fragments, can
be divided into two parts. In verses 1-1885, Willem follows
relatively closely his source text, branch I of the Roman de Renart.

The outline of VdvR is as follows: The opening scene is at the lion's
court. Reynard does not appear. Many animals: Isengrim the wolf,
Courtois the dog, Tibeert the cat, and Pancer the beaver state their
complaints to the lion king. When the dead chicken Coppe is
brought to court, king Nobel the lion reacts. First Bruin the bear,
and later Tibeert the cat depart for Malpertuis, Reynard's 'hole and
castle.' Both messengers are beaten up. The third animal, Reynard's
cousin Grimbeert the badger, does succeed. In my opinion he is able
to convince the fox only because the fox is eager to go to the king's
court. When Reynard arrives, he is captured and sentenced to the
gallows.

At this point in the story, Willem creates an innovative and logical
continuation. He provides a new solution to the eternal Reynard
question: how will the fox escape in this particular situation? How
will he succeed this time? Reynard asks Nobel for a confession in
front of the court society. He explains how Isengrim made a
criminal of him, how he did not get any of the joint prey, but how
he still had enough to eat because he had found the fabulous
treasure of king Ermenric. Reynard tells die court how he stole the
gold from his own father, thus preventing a royal putsch. He draws
his own father and his nephew Grimbeert into the conspiracy to
make his lie credible. The king believes that he was saved by the
fox, and, in exchange for the precise location of the treasure,
Reynard is released.

1 VdvR is the abbreviation we will use for the Dutch Reynaert text.
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The text describes the site of the treasure:

In East Flanders, far away
Stands a forest called Hulsterloe.f...)2

A winding brook called Criekenpit
Runs south-west of it near by.3

According to the hare it is:
On the moor, in the wilderness*

Reynard sends the king to Kriekeputte, a place of death and despair.
The fox himself cannot accompany the king, because he is
excommunicated by the pope. Therefore the fox departs for Rome
and the Holy Land. He is given pilgrim shoes and scrip made of the
skin of the wolf and of the bear. With the royal blessings, Belijn the
ram and Cuwaert the hare are assigned to accompany the fox and to
comfort Reynard's wife and the fox cubs. In his hole, Malpertuis,
the fox kills the hare and sends his head in a "briefcase" made of the
bear's skin to the king, as an unmistakable message: the harmonious
society the king wanted to install does not exist. The story ends with
a death cry of the lion, who has lost his honor. A superficial peace
is installed by the bastard Firapeel, the leopard.

In the French source text, Reynard is saved by his cousin the
badger, who suggests a pilgrimage to the Holy Land. In the
manuscript from group B, it is the fox himself who comes up with
the idea of a pilgrimage. Nobel accepts on the condition that
Reynard stays away forever. While he leaves the court the fox
grasps the hare, but has to let his victim go because of the onrushing
pack of court members. Reynard is attacked and beaten up, amongst
others by Tardif the snail. In the end, the fox is able to reach
Malpertuis where he recovers and prepares for a new adventure.

2 VdvR, vv. 2584-2585 in the translation by Barnouw.
3 Ibid., vv. 2588-2589.
4 Ibid., v. 2679 [Up dien moer, in die wostine].
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There are many differences between the French and Dutch texts. In
Part One of VdvR, Cantecleer's monologue anticipates the end of the
story. The court of Cantecleer is ruined by the fox's speech (la
Renardie) and by the arrogance and the egoism of the ruler. In Part
Two, the fox's escape from the court is a sublime idea of Willem.
Whereas the author of Le plaid is a good story teller and a good
writer and creates one of the best Old French Reynart stories, the
author of VdvR is an intelligent artist and a talented story teller. His
work is extremely well structured and linguistically masterful, full
of ambiguities and puns. The Flemish author is a master of the
Renardie, a master in using ambiguous words and playing on all
language registers.

In his dissertation the Dutch scholar Andre Bouwman, compared
"Reinaert" and "Renart.5 In this study he pointed out five major
differences between the French and Dutch Reynard stories. The
most important of these differences are the intensification of the
cunning and the escalation of the conflict. Further changes concern
the juridical procedures, the anthropomorphism and the space.

The last element especially was the focus of my thesis.6 One of the
most obvious differences between the Dutch and French versions
is the literary landscape, the topographical details. In Le plaid, six
names of places, regions, rivers or lands are mentioned (France,
Rome, Compostella, Clairvaux, Cluny, and the most interesting,
Arras). In VdvR more than 35 such names are mentioned. Many of
these names are very specific names of a well defined region, the
area between Ghent and Hulst, the northeast border of medieval
Flanders.

This flood of place names inspired local "fox hunters," mostly
amateurs, but also scholars and Reynard specialists, to start a quest
for the fox. They tried to locate the Reynard land and, at the same
time, to identify the author and to assign a precise date to the text.

5 A. Th. Bouwman, Reinaert en Renart (Prometheus: Amsterdam 1991.

6 R.Van Daele, Spacial Elements and Name-giving in Van den vos
Reynaerde (Gent, 1994).
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Some searchers also wanted to read the story as a roman a clef and
they published lists with historical figures represented by the
various animals. However, although they tried to locate the place
names, they lacked references to other topographical elements.

The following passage describes the expedition of Bruin:

Now Bruin has made a start. (...)
Through the forest dark and dim
He came to a desert waste,
Across which Reynaerde had traced
Many a winding, crooked trail
When, out of the wooded dale,
He came running after prey.
On the edge of the desert lay
A mountain, a high and sprawling mass.
Bruin, the bear, had to pass
Over the top to make his way
To Maupertuis where Reynard lay.1

Attempts have been made to locate the wood, the desert, the
mountain, the curved paths in the thirteenth century Flanders, where
the bear and the tomcat were beaten up, and to locate the fox's
castle, Malpertuis. Nowadays, people in several Flemish villages are
convinced that they live in the village where Bruin was captured, or
in the city where Noble held court. Streets and regional products
(beer, cake, roses, etc.) are given Reynaerdian names.

The results of some of this kind of research are very problematic.
On the basis of the study of topographical elements the Reynard is
dated between 1179 and 1260. Five or six historical figures are
mentioned as Reynard, from Countess Margareta of Flanders to
Hendrik the Lion, duke of Saxony. The court is situated in different
places: Ghent, Stekene, Dakram, etc. Reynard's hole is located in
Stekene, Sint-Jansteen, Destelbergen and other places. All proposals
contradict one another. Many methodological problems become
manifest:

7 Barnouw, op. cit... v. 493 and 498-508.
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- The problematic and hypothetical starting point is defined as an
axiom. One knows in advance what should be proved (i.e. the
Reynard roman a clef).

- The results are mainly attained by a subjective selection of the
material. The information that fits one scheme omits other elements.
Often one is not familiar with the research results of colleagues.

- In some cases the historical material is incorrect or anachronistic.

- The historical material does not always give relevant information
about the literary text. More than once, the literary text is used to
reconstruct the realistic medieval landscape.

Historians, linguists and literary historians are not always conscious
of the literary character of the Reynard texts. It would be too simple
to reduce the work to a chronicle or a realistic reproduction/portrait
of a thirteenth century landscape. I believe the place names and the
other topical elements serve another function. They provide insight
into two different aspects: the intended audience and the literary
meaning of VdvR.

At the Orleans congress of the International Reynardian Society in
1993, I presented a paper on the toponyms in VdvR} I hereby
present the conclusions of that study. Most place names in VdvR are
used by the fox himself in his private confession to the badger and
in his public confession to the king and other members of the court.
Reynard uses place names — elements with a direct reference to
reality — to convince his audience1 which includes the literary
characters as well as those who listen to the story. Therefore, tie
intended audience must be found in the region where these little
places, such as Hulsterlo, Hijfte, Belsele and Absdale, were known.
If we presume that the Reynard audience was well educated and had
a large literary background, e.g. of the Arthurian romances and the

8 See R. Van Daele "Matiere renardienne et toponymie," Reinardus VII
(Amsterdam and Philadelphia: John Benjamins, 1994): 195-207.
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chansons de geste — as is assumed in recent studies — we may
also assume that the public appreciated the choice of literary place
names.

Reynard uses the place names to make his lies acceptable. The
place-names lie! Most of the other place names are used either in
hyperbolic constructions, or by the author to ridicule the characters,
or by the characters themselves. The place names used by the
animals themselves create a discrepancy between their words and
their deeds. Bruin, for instance, says he can eat all the honey
between "here (read Flanders) and Portugal;"9 Tibeert will kill his
own father and follow the fox to Montpellier, in the south of
France, for a few mice.10 The place-names do not function to locate
the story, rather they play a role in the spoken language, as the fox's
strategy of misleading and deceiving.

In other words, the quest for the fox can only be successful when it
is carried out in the literary text. Only in the text itself and in its
concrete reciting and reading, can we locate the court, Malpertuis
and the streets and paths between them. The court is "here", at the
place of recitation. Malpertuis is there, "far away."

To set out on the most meaningful quest for the fox, we must read
VdvR against the background of the Arthurian romances. Nobel's
court can be compared with Arthur's court. Court is held "on a day
at Whitsuntide."11 The court represents, or better, it strives for,
harmony and joy. King Nobel wants to increase his honor.
Therefore, the "Other World," the world of danger, darkness and
evil, the world of the "winding crooked trail,"12 the world of
Malpertuis, literally "evil hole," must be concurred. The "trouble
fgte" (Ph. Walter), "das Normverletzendes Aussen" must be
subjected to the rules of the feudal society. This can only be done

9 VdvR, v. 595.

10 Ibid., v. 1149.

11 Ibid, v.41.

12 Ibid, v. 501.
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by eliminating — by killing — the fox. The animal story is
basically a struggle between the 'Chevalerie' of the court and the
'Renardie.' The court tries to impose its own laws everywhere.
Therefore, the bear and the tomcat are ordered to leave the court to
search for the fox. At the third attempt, after the fox has beaten
individual representatives of the court, he begins to move. He leaves
his own world and is ready to attack the court society and its highest
incarnation, king Nobel. Reynard's "Raumwechsel" (G-H. Arendt)
is significant and functional. The representative of "Other World"
enters the nucleus of the feudal society. The powerful and
misleading WORD enters the central space: and is a serious threat
to the court.

The court will not and cannot maintain its noble principles. Egoism
and gluttony, which Reynard awakens in all with whom he is
confronted, will have the final word. Reynard will send the king to
Kriekeputte in the East of Flanders, a real place where a fictional
treasure is supposedly buried.

There is not any living thing
In that desolate wilderness.
Sometimes half a year will pass-
It's gospel truth I speak-
That not a soul comes to the creek,
Neither a man nor his wife,
Not a creature that has life,
Except the owl and the thrush
That nestle there among the brush (...)
There lies your treasure, your majesty.13

Reynard sends the king on a mental journey to a place of death. On
a superficial level, the landscape has realistic traits. On a deeper
level, Reynard creates an anti-locus amoenus, a locus desertus, a
locus terribilis, where the king will end in bitterness and despair.
Therefore, the last line of the story, "And made their peace. And all

13 lbid.y vv. 2592-2600; 2604.
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was well,"14 is a cynical reversal of the real situation. In the court of
Nobel, there is no freedom, only "bedwanc," constraint.

Reynard's description of the ominous Kriekeputte desert can, in my
opinion, also be linked to the biblical calamity prophecies of Jesaja
and Jeremiah. Reynard becomes a prophet of grief and mischief, not
with the intention to improve the world, but with a cynical and
superior intellectual preponderance to destroy the world. There is
no peace at the end of VdvR. Nobel's world has fallen to ruins.

What traces of the medieval fox story can tourists, anno 1996, find
in Flanders? In fact, not a single medieval trace: no winding paths,
no castle Malpertuis, no abbeys mentioned in the text. Nevertheless,
they can taste the medieval history in the famous city centers of
Bruges and Ghent. They can enter the Gravensteen in Ghent and
find the count's court that is linked to the Reynard story by some
modern "fox hunters." They can visit the places mentioned in the
story such as Hijfte, Absdale and Belsele. They can enjoy the views
of the wide polders near the Schelde river in Zeeland. They can
imagine the little lost priory of Elmare where Isengrim was beaten
up by monks, or the medieval pilgrimage site of Husterlo, and
search for the lost Kriekeputte where the treasure was hidden.

The tourist can also enjoy the modern Reynard land, created in the
twentieth century by local "fox hunters" and by the members of city
councils with literary interests. Tourists can visit Belsele, where
they will find a Reynard Rose Garden, a stained glass window
which depicts the encounter between fox and wolf on a winter's day
in Belsele, and they can rest on a Reynard bench inscribed with the
verses:

On a winter day I encountered him,
Close to Belsele, under a tree.15

14 Ibid., v.3484.
15 Ibid., v. 2104-2105.
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This bench is one from a series of seven, each placed on a different
spot linked to the story.

In 1991 we published a book describing Reynard routes:16 one for
cars and bicycles and one for pedestrians. (Fig. 1) The routes depart
from the Reynard monument in Hulst and lead to all the places
where Reynardian elements can be found: places that are connected
to the story by local historians, places mentioned in the story, and
places where Reynardian art has been installed from the eighteenth
to the twentieth century. In Sint-Niklaas, one can visit a Reynard
cabinet made around 1700 in Antwerp. It depicts the story in
cartoon form. One can also visit a famous Reynard book collection
and seven Reynard panels, huge copies of the illustrations of
Wilhelm von Kaulbach, made for an 1846 reprint of Goethe's
Reineke Fuchs. And in the neighborhood of a restaurant named
Reynard, which has stained glass windows, (Fig. 2) one can visit an
open air court scene depicting Reynard and Cantecleer with, in the
background, (Fig. 3) a scene in which the badger defends his uncle
fox before the royal pair, again inspired by the drawings of
Kaulbach.

Some people have problems with the "popularization" and the
commercialization of the "matiere renardienne." (Fig. 4) I believe
that if the scientific foundation is not forgotten, the professional and
the amateur, the scientific and the popular aspects, literature and
folklore can go hand in hand. Many literary heroes have survived
thanks to their changing image through time. Reynard, as well as
Eulenspigel, Saint-Nicholas, William Tell and many others still live
because they have adapted themselves to new situations and new
audiences through the ages. Reynard, the medieval villain, became
a modern Rogue ("Schelm"). From tie nineteenth century onwards,
Reynard was given different roles in Flanders varying from a
Freedom Hero to a typical Fleming, a good Catholic, a liberal, a
fascist, a socialist, etc.

16 R. Van Daele, M. Ryssen, and H. Heyse, Het land von Reynaert
(Leuven: Davidspuds, 1991).
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In Flanders, Reynard the fox is part of a living and changing
tradition. For many outsiders, it must be strange to see that a
medieval literary figure or work, which is so difficult to grasp, is
still so much alive in a modern jacket. Without leaving one
medieval trace, the fox has created a modern winding trail. Along
the Reynard route, Reynard retells his tale on signs that comment
on the statues, (Fig. 5) on little text fragments in stained glass
windows, and on park benches. (Fig. 6) Tourism retells the Reynard
story with text. The fox has moved into the twentieth century.
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